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POLITICS
[image: demography-derivation]Demography DerivationSealing your fate with deep audience insight


[image: constituency-proliferation]Constituency ProliferationReach a decisive victory focusing on constituency.


[image: Party Propulsion]Party PropulsionBringing transparency to politics for reliability.


[image: candidate-supremacy]Candidate SupremacyConfering you the boost you need to win!


[image: Voter Enticement]Voter EnticementRe- engineering your voter engagement experience


[image: competition-management]Competition ManagementKeep track of all your political challenges in one place




INTELLIGENCE
[image: digital-listening]Governance SupportWe develop a framework for governance by intelligence


[image: osint]OSINTGet the scoop on what’s going on in your world


[image: big-data-mining]Big Data MiningDelivering Insight to drive powerful decisions


[image: Artificial Intelligence]Strategic IntelligenceBridging the gap between strategy and execution


[image: machine-learning]Operational IntelligenceDelivering actionable intelligence for action


[image: Employee Monitoring]Tactical IntelligenceTurning workforce data into actionable insights





POLITICAL CATALYSIS
Political Governance is an effort to revamp governance with the use of technology to deliver results is driven by strategy, skill and expertise.




PRIVACY
[image: encryption]EncryptionHassle free communication is just a few clicks away


[image: anonymity]AnonymityProtect yourself online with the best there is.


[image: data-privacy]Data PrivacyYour privacy matters, your data matters.


[image: Infrastructure Privacy]Infrastructure PrivacyExplore provisions for preventing intrusions.


[image: information-privacy]Information PrivacyMaximize complaince with information protection.


[image: Communication Privacy]Communication PrivacyThere’s nothing more valuable than communicating freely.




SECURITY
[image: Communication Security]Communication SecurityExplore pro-active security solutions for confidentiality


[image: data-security]Data SecurityThe standard system to keep your data safe and secure.


[image: security-training]Security TrainingMaintaining the highest levels of security is paramount.


[image: IT Consultancy]Website SecurityProtect the integrity of your most valuable asset.


[image: Penetration Testing]Penetration TestingThe one surefire way to discover malicious attacks.


[image: vulnerability-assessment]Vulnerability AssessmentAn essential service to identify and mitigate risks.





PRIVACY ENFORCEMENT
To provide you with freedom from fear of any intrusion, CryptoMize offers a range of privacy and security services to protect you, your identity and you data over digital platforms.




REPUTATION
[image: reputation-analysis]Reputation AnalysisPowerful analytics for online reputation management.


[image: damage-control]Damage ControlAcquire foresight that aids you in anticipating a mishap.


[image: review-management]Review OptimizationDrive traffic your way by fostering a sense of trust.


[image: threat-analysis]Threat AnalysisPossess the power to overcome reputational threats.


[image: Crisis Management]Crisis ManagementDiscover quick crisis response to manage brand reputation.


[image: reputation-monitoring]Reputation MonitoringStay woke with all that's being said about you.




SENTIMENT
[image: digital-listening]Digital ListeningImprove engagement by leveraging user insights


[image: sentiment-analysis]Sentiment AnalysisGlean findings to quantify people's feelings


[image: dialogue-control]Dialogue ControlProcure holistic control against negative mentions.Here's how.


[image: review-management]Review ManagementManaging your online reviews easily.


[image: trend-management]Trend ManagementIntroducing ways for capitalizing trends


[image: search-management]Search ManagementInsight to SERM operations to strengthen your reputation.





PERCEPTION PERFECTION
CryptoMize uses extremely advanced analytics to create mechanisms to offer an undisturbed perception about you. Our mechanisms use the entirety of possibilities across all channels.




BRAND
[image: brand-analysis]Brand AnalysisThe secret to strengthen your brand image.


[image: brand-monitoring]Brand MonitoringTrack brand emotion to enhance perception.


[image: brand-protection]Brand ProtectionProtect what you've worked so hard to build


[image: brand-augmentation]Brand AugmentationExplore ways to enhance brand recognition.


[image: WHO ARE WE]Competition ManagementMake the most of competition to fine-tune your perception.


[image: competitor-analysis]Competitor AnalysisWays to elicit the most out of your competitors.




MEDIA
[image: content-creation]Content CreationDiscover influential strategy to shape consumer perceptions.


[image: Media Monitoring]Media MonitoringBe in tune with the media's perspective of you.


[image: local-visibility]Local VisibilityCustomised solutions to establish your brand locally.


[image: mass-communication]Mass CommunicationA strategic communication approach that works wonders.


[image: influencer-marketing]Influencer MarketingA revolutionary way to engage your target demographic


[image: online-identity-management]Identity ManagementA mechanism for creating and managing online identities.





PUBLIC RELATIONS
Every individual, businesses, or organisations seek media and PR services to communicate with their audience in the best possible light.




MARKETING
[image: buzz-marketing]Buzz MarketingIncrease your popularity with our Buzz Marketing solutions.


[image: content-marketing]Content MarketingThe ultimate guide to increase your audience engagement.


[image: trend-management]Local Business MarketingCustomised solutions to establish your brand locally.


[image: search-engine-marketing]Search Engine MarketingSeize the opportunity to gain organic traffic.


[image: Social Media Marketing]Social Media MarketingHarness the power of social media for engagement.


[image: black-hat-marketing]Black Hat MarketingAchieve marketing success with undetected support




OUTREACH
[image: trend-analysis]Trend AnalysisStay up-to-date with trends and improve your business.


[image: viral-marketing]Viral MarketingGrow your business faster through word-of-mouth.


[image: link-building]Link BuildingReinforceing your authority by maximising your potential


[image: website-traffic]Website TrafficDrive traffic to your website with the best optimized solutions.


[image: search-engine-optimization]SEOShoot up your reach with premium optimization tactics


[image: social-media-management]Social Media ManagementThrive your brand by utilizing social media in the best way.





PROMOTIONAL PARLANCE
CryptoMize deploys a strategic approach to promote your brand in a way that is cohesive with your company’s tone and drives concrete results.




CONSULTANCY
[image: media-consultancy]Media ConsultancyAchieve results with the use of PR facilties.


[image: marketing-consultancy]Marketing ConsultancyOrganize information for a better outreach


[image: political-consultancy]Political ConsultancyExplore the field that fuels the success of all political activities.


[image: IT Consultancy]IT ConsultancySeek innovative options to implement diverse initiatives.


[image: Privacy Consultancy]Privacy ConsultancyGet your privacy policies formulated using our expertise.


[image: security-consultancy]Security ConsultancyDeter security breaches to fullfill your security needs.




FORENSICS
[image: mobile-forensics]Mobile ForensicsAcqiure data from devices to spot the guilty


[image: network-forensics]Network ForensicsGenerate evidence with our tailored operations


[image: Data Recovery]Data RecoveryPreserve lost data for amassing evidence .


[image: reverse-engineering]Reverse EngineeringReconstruct the incident scene to find solutions.


[image: Cyber Forensics]Cyber ForensicsGather and examine digital evidence for criminal inquiry.


[image: cyber-crime-investigation]Cyber Crime InvestigationIntegrate the cyber knowledge to investigate crime.





POLICING PHRONESIS
CryptoMize's Phronesis services provide accredited, cost-effective services to help you with analytical, investigative and technical expertise to help you evaluate evidence and provide expert testimony.
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										CryptoMize is a Digital Conglomerate	with presence in 3 Continents evolving since a decade, having served elite clients such as Governments, Politicians, MNCs, Celebrities and HNIs in 30+ Countries.
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                                        Elite Political Catalysts: Empower global leaders with cutting-edge analysis, robust strategies, & digital prowess for triumphant campaigns & superior governance. Unleash your political dominance with Cryptomize.
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								OUR
									EXPERIENCE

							

							
								Our team of experts bring over a decade of experience in serving elite clients. We've assembled the best team with unparalled subject-matter-expertise & developed digital arsenal that gives us an advantage over anyone else in solving the problems our clients present us with.
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								OUR
									EXPERTISE

							

							
								We use our peculiar understanding and expertise in the sphere of Information Technology, Privacy Enforcement; Discovery, Monitoring, Research, Analysis; Intelligence Gathering; Perception Management, PR; Election Campaigning, Political Catalysis and Governance Support 
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								CryptoSuite

							
							Securing, Encrypting, Anonymizing Your Activities, Conversations and Files
							

						

					

				

				
					
						
							
								CryptoBox

								
									
										
										
									
								

								
									CryptoBox is an Extremely Encrypted and Secure Communication
										Device.

								

							

						
					

					
						
							
								CryptoMail

								
									
										
										
									
								

								
									CryptoMail is the Next Generation Personal Untracable Email
										Solution.

								

							

						
					

					
						
							
								CryptoDrive

								
									
										
										
									
								

								
									CryptoDrive is an Encrypted and Secure Private Data Storage
										Device.

								

							

						
					

					
						
							
								CryptoRouter

								
									
										
										
									
								

								
									CryptoRouter Prevents Digital Creeps from spying on your
										Activities.
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									Our Process

								
								Whenever we initiate a campaign, our expertly designed 6-step process ensures a focused, efficient response. Confidently embrace our comprehensive approach to navigate complexities and achieve success.
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					Our Clients


					
						Our clients remain central to our purpose, as we provide an extensive array of ultra premium services tailored to Governments, Politicians, MNCs, Celebrities, and HNIs worldwide. Experience unparalleled dedication and support. 

					

				

				
					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								Celebrities

								Celebrities deserve the best services that exceed expectations. Our seasoned team offers exceptional PR, branding, perception, reputation management, outreach, and promotion services. We guarantee confidentiality and pristine public images.


							

						
					

					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								Public Administration Offices

								Mastering information security, AI/ML & Operational intelligence, our exceptional agency wields Clairvoyance for unmatched impact. Unleash transformative change in PSU's, and collaboratively sculpt a greater future.
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								Elevating HNI clients, we provide bespoke services in perception, reputation, promotion, media, PR & outreach. Conquer your domain & attain unrivaled success with our expert guidance. Let's dominate together.


							

						
					

					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								Governments

								Surpass expectations with elite governance support, perception crafting, consultancy, privacy, security & strategic intel. Propel governments to excel, innovate, and fortify national prominence. Join forces, triumph.


							

						
					

					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								Politicians

								Revolutionize politicians' trajectory through powerful political campaigning, masterful perception management & steadfast privacy enforcement. Secure electoral victories, shape public opinion & safeguard reputations.


							

						
					

					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								MNCs

								Experience unmatched infosec, PR, marketing & branding excellence. Fortify your MNC brand, amplify reach, and triumph over global challenges with our cutting-edge AI/ML solutions. Soar to new heights together.


							

						
					

					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								Defence Forces

								Reinforce defense forces via privacy enforcement, operational intel, infosec, and cutting-edge technology. Bolster military power, secure national interests, and outmaneuver adversaries with superior solutions.

								

							

						
					

					
						
							
								
									
										
										
									
								
								Law Enforcement Agencies

								Empower law enforcement agencies with privacy enforcement, strategic intelligence, CryptoSuite, and advanced tools like Clairvoyance. Forge indomitable forces and deliver justice with unrivaled precision. 
								

							

						
					

				

			

		


		
			
				
					Our Team


					
						We have gathered a skilled and experienced team who are dedicated and
							enthusiastic to get best quality results

					

				

				
					
						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Content Creators

									Content team: proficient wordsmiths, strategists, and social media experts; adept at molding perceptions and shaping political narratives, utilizing trends for persuasive writing, captivating and influencing target audiences.

									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Developers
									

									Our development and design team: unparalleled experts, generating awe-inspiring, perception-transforming visuals. Crafting world-class designs and websites, leveraging global trends for maximum impact.
									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Marketeers

									Our marketers: unparalleled professionals excelling in both digital & physical domains, fueling engagement & brand growth. Masterfully utilizing trends & data for robust, comprehensive campaigns, achieving enduring success.


									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Political Analysts
									

									Elite political analysts, strategists, and consultants: unmatched experts in analysis, forecasting, and trend identification. Providing unbiased, data-driven insights to navigate complex politics and achieving triumphant results.


									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Researchers
									

									Our research team: Experts in delivering unparalleled analysis & insights for impactful campaigning, utilizing cutting-edge methods for informed decision-making. Committed to client success in achieving their campaign goals.
									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Security Experts

									

									Our formidable security team guarantees data confidentiality, integrity & availability using CryptoSuite. With state-of-the-art tech & customized solutions, we provide unparalleled protection against cyber threats.


									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Forensic Experts

									

									Exceptional forensic experts offer advanced digital forensic services, providing irrefutable evidence to protect political clients from cyber threats. Our expert testimony ensures justice, preserving reputation with precision.
									

								

							
						

						
							
								
									
										
											
											
										
									

									Legal Advisors
									

									legal team offer customized counsel for compliance, contract review, content auditing and litigation support. Our team delivers practical solutions with integrity, ensuring clients' legal rights and interests are protected.
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					Why Us?

					Why are we so amazing?
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								WHO ARE WE

								CryptoMize is a Digital Conglomerate with presence in 3 Continents evolving since a decade, having served elite clients such as Governments, Politicians, MNCs, Celebrities and HNIs in 30+ Countries. Our headquarters reside in New Delhi, a vibrant capital of India where we continue to innovate and excel.
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								WHO WE SERVE

								We provide an elite set of premium customized services to a
									selective top-tier clientele such as Governments, Presidential and Prime Minister
									Offices, Politicians and Major Political Parties, Large Multinational Corporations,
									Celebrities and High Net-worth Individuals.
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								WE ARE SUPER PREMIUM

								Our services are ultra-premium and are only available to the elite and a selective set of individuals. It's all because we value quality above quantity, thus we only serve a handful of clients at a time, guaranteeing that we always exceed our clients' expectations, allowing us to produce the best results on time.
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								OUR POLICIES

								We maintain absolute non disclosure, secrecy, privacy, security and confidentiality and always sign binding agreements ensuring the same among all parties. Unlike others, we do as we preach, being an Information Security Company we ensure that no confidential information ever goes out where it is not meant to.
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								WHATS SO DIFFERENT

								Well imagine Usain Bolt being asked to race with kids, Sachin Tendulkar being asked to play gully cricket, Lamborghini being asked to race a cycle, CryptoMize expertly supporting election victories, crafting flawless perceptions, sceuring communication & eradicating false, negative online mentions. It’s all the same.
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								OUR SECRET RECIPE

								Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning Tools, Assets & Resources which are so powerful that they can only run on robust Data centers, Mainframes & on Supercomputers, which took years in development, learning & improvement. These are the Secret Recipe we use to deliver the best outcome to our clients.



							

						

					

				

			

		

		
		
			
				
					
						
							

								What Makes Us Different?

								CryptoMize offers a full spectrum of elite services derived with
									preemptive analysis
									and strategic planning to our clients. We work efficiently with our proficient and
									proactive team by utilising extraordinary tools.

								

							

							
								
									
										
											
												
													Collaboration with Dignitaries
												
											

											We forge partnerships with prominent, influential figures worldwide. Embracing a transcendent, visionary mindset affords unique advantages, as our omnipresence enables us to masterfully command and control information on the internet. Experience the power of our far-reaching expertise.
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													Powerful Team
												
											

											CryptoMize unites a formidable team of subject matter experts on an empowering platform. Driven by innovation & unwavering commitment to technological advancement, we continuously strive for excellence, serving those who entrust us with their projects. Experience the synergy of passion & expertise.
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													Triple-Proof Approach

												
											

											Our robust triple-proof approach encompasses comprehensive research, dynamic strategy development, and ironclad information security, ensuring our clients attain their ultimate objectives with unwavering confidence. Experience the power of a meticulously crafted methodology.
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						Our Principles

						These are some of the principles that we strongly believe in, preach
							and
							actually follow as well.
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								Commitments

								We clearly commit what we can do, by when can we do it and how we would do it, and
            then we do it on or before time
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								Confidentiality

								We are extremely paranoid about protecting the confidentiality of
									what we do, for
									whom and how we do it.
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								Comfortability

								We ensure comfortability of you and your team with ours, which can
									only come from
									complete transparency.
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								Capability

								We keep improving our already awesome capabilities by investing all
									resources at our
									disposal.
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						We Are
							Hiring!
					

					Apply for Internships and Job Openings at
						CryptoMize
					

					
						
							
								Are you looking for an Internship?

								
									Internships
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CryptoMize - A Digital Conglomerate Extraordinaire
CryptoMize is a Digital Conglomerate with presence in 3 Continents evolving for a decade, having served elite clients such as Governments, Politicians, Family Offices, Kingdoms, Monarchies, MNCs, Celebrities and HNIs in over 30 Countries. Over the years, we have garnered & trained a team of Industry Experts that has now been equipped with extremely powerful arsenal of our Proprietary Tools, Assets and Resources that have been years in development, implementation, learning and improvement. Our custom-tailored services, backed by preemptive analysis, actionable intelligence, strategic planning and unparalled experience of handling country level mission-critical projects have contributed significantly to numerous triumphant achievements worldwide.
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